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This volume contains the proceedings of the Bytecode 2011 workshop, the Sixth
Workshop on Bytecode Semantics, Veriﬁcation, Analysis and Transformation, held
in Saarbru¨cken, Germany, on the 27th of March 2011 as part of ETAPS 2011.
Bytecode, such as produced by Java and .NET compilers, which can then be
run on a range of hardware platforms with the help of interpreters and just-in-time
compilers, is an important topic of interest for both industry and academia. In-
terest stems from the fact that bytecode is hardware independent and is deﬁned
in terms of self contained managed execution environments. These features en-
able deployment on a range of platforms from desktops/laptops to mobile devices
(smart-cards, phones, etc.), and given the constrained execution environments, pro-
grams compiled to bytecode can be safely downloaded, remotely executed, or have
components dynamically added in a controlled manner.
We accepted 5 technical papers and 1 tool paper. Each submission was reviewed
by at least 2 programme committee members. The programme also includes one
invited talk by Bart Jacobs from University of Leuven, Belgium and one invited
presentation on bytecode at Microsoft Research by Todd Mytkowicz. As the work-
shop chairs, we would like to thank members of the program committee and all
anonymous referees, for their hard work, particularly as much of this had to be
done over their Christmas break.
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